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8 DAYS EAST COAST & CANADA 
DELUXE TOUR (SIC) 

 
 

 

** MINIMUM 2 PAXS ** 
** EVERY WED & SAT ARRIVAL ONLY 
VALIDITY: 01 MARCH – 30 SEPTEMBER 2020 

ITINERARY 
DAY 1: HOMETOWN – NYC (SELF GUIDED TOUR IN FLUSHING) 
The first day itinerary is for your reference only; the schedule is subject to change upon your arrival. 
You can choose any one of the major airports in New York City (JFK, LGA, EWR) when you book your flight. Our professional tour guide will meet you at the baggage claim 
area for the domestic flight; for international flight, please arrive at the Passenger Waiting Area for pick up. (Passengers, who arrive at Terminal 7of JFK Airport, please 
wait outside of the baggage claim area.) 
1. Guests who arrive at JFK or LGA airport before 5:00pm will be sent to Flushing Queens. We will provide free luggage storage service, and our guests can visit nearby 
Queens Crossing, Macy’s Shopping Center. In addition, Flushing is a safe and booming Asian commercial and retail area with many shopping and dining options. You will 
experience the distinctive Asian-American culture. 
2. For those who arrive at EWR airport, feel free to take our shuttle to Jersey Garden Outlet & will take you back to the hotel as soon as the rooms are ready to check-in. 
New York Morning Tour 
For guests who meet tour guide before 9:00AM in JFK or LGA airport, guests can join morning tour. Join the morning tour on arriving day (Seats limited): $35/adult and 
$25/child. (Complimentary transfer excludes service fee $10/person). Itinerary: DUMBO (20 mins) → Madison Square & Flatiron Building (Outside view, 20 mins) → 
Washington Square & New York University (Outside view, 15 mins). DUMBO is a neighborhood in the New York City borough of Brooklyn. On December 18, 2007, the 
New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission voted unanimously to designate Dumbo as the city’s 90th historic district. The Flatiron building has been called “one 
of the world’s most iconic skyscrapers and a quintessential symbol of New York City”, anchors the south (downtown) end of Madison Square & the north (uptown) end of 
the Ladies’ Mile Historic District. The neighborhood around it is called the Flatiron District after its signature building, which has become an icon of New York 
City.Washington Square Park is an open space, dominated by the Washington Square Arch at the northern gateway to the park, with a tradition of celebrating 
nonconformity. The park’s fountain area has long been one of the city’s popular spots for residents and tourists. Most of the buildings surrounding the park now belong 
to New York University. 
New York Night Tour 
All guests who arrive before 4:30PM can join our tailored night tour to experience the charm of “the city that never sleeps”. Price: $35/PAX. (Complimentary transfer 
excludes service fee TIP $10/person). Itinerary: Rockefeller Center (15 mins) → Times Square (30 mins) → An observation point in NJ (15 mins). Rockefeller Center is 
described as one of the greatest projects of the Great Depression era, Rockefeller Center was declared a New York City landmark in 1985 and a National Historic 
Landmark in 1987. Times Square is a major commercial intersection, tourist destination, entertainment center &neighborhood. One of the world’s busiest pedestrian 
areas. And it’s very charming at night. Great observation point in NJ, high up on the cliffs overlooking the Hudson River. There, you will enjoy what is considered to be the 
best night view of the New York City skyline. 
Hotel: Crowne (or Ramada) Plaza/Sheraton/Hilton/Courtyard by Marriott or equivalent 
 

DAY 2: NEW YORK CITY TOUR 
***Tour departures on Thursday and Sunday, the itinerary schedule will be changed. New York City will be arranged on the last day of the tour. *** 
(Wednesday & Saturday Schedule) 
At a first glance, travelling around the entire of New York City seems like the mission impossible; however, our highly organized tour is especially designed for you: by 
visiting amounts of famous landmarks, you will learn more of the city’s unique history, culture, & the core spirit of the New Yorkers! By stepping up to the Empire State 
Building Observation deck, guests could overlook the beautiful view of the central park and the entire of New York City. Empire State Building stood as the world’s tallest 
building for nearly 40 years, and has been surpassed in late 1970. Its name is derived from the nickname of New York, the Empire State. Nowadays it is still the most 
famed landmark of the city. Also, Guests will take a sightseeing cruise tour on the Hudson River to enjoy the city view from a totally different angle, as well as take 
pictures with the backdrops of Statue of Liberty & Brooklyn Bridge. Furthermore, visit USS Intrepid, the national heritage that costs $120 million, which is reopen for 
visitors. Concorde supersonic airliner and a variety of aircrafts will be all in the exhibition. In addition, wandering around the world’s famous financial and securities 
trading center – Wall Street, taking pictures with Trinity Church, New York Stock Exchange and its signature sculpture Charging Bull, and visiting Times Square, Madame 
Tussauds’ – all of these will be made up into our tour later. Of course, we can’t miss the renowned Metropolitan Museum of Art. The Metropolitan Museum of Art is the 
largest art museum in the United States with collections of more than 2 million works of art. In the end of the day, our tour bus will pass by the Fifth Avenue, Rockefeller 
Center, Ground Zero and the new “Freedom tower” – One World Trade Center. 
Hotel: Crowne (or Ramada) Plaza/Sheraton/Hilton/Courtyard by Marriott or equivalent 
 

DAY 3: PHILADELPHIA – WASHINGTON D.C. 
Summer schedule: apply when DC cruise resume. 
In the morning, we will visit Philadelphia where known as the birthplace of American democracy. At the Independence National Historical Park, you will have a special 
moment of standing exactly where the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution were signed inside the Independence Hall. You also won’t miss the Liberty Bell 
which is recognized for its famous crack. Go beyond the iconic crack to learn how this State House bell was transformed into an extraordinary symbol. You will also see 
the Statue of Washington, Congress Hall, and many other great attractions. Afterwards, we will head to Washington D.C. and visit the Lincoln Memorial. This grand 
monument overlooks the Reflecting Pool, the Washington Monument and the U.S. Capitol. Inside, the 19-foot marble statue of the 16th president is flanked by 
inscriptions of his Second Inaugural Address and the famous Gettysburg Address. We will also stop at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and the Korean War Memorial. The 
two monuments honor members of the U.S. armed forces who fought in the wars. Next, we will go to Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum which is located on 
the National Mall (also known as the Capitol Hill). We will take a glance at the human aviation and space heritage as well as have a vision of space travel in the future 
through thousands of objects on display, including the 1903 Wright Flyer, Charles Lindbergh’s Spirit of St. Louis, the Apollo 11 Command Module Columbia, and a lunar 
rock you can touch. Later we can take photos with backdrops of the White House and the U.S. Capitol due to the visit limitation for the public. The two buildings compose 
the nerve political center of Washington, D.C. and the nation. Furthermore, you surely don’t want to miss the opportunity to take our exclusive DC cruise for sightseeing 
of the town along the Potomac River. Along the way, you will also see and pass by the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, WWII Memorial and more. 
Winter schedule: apply when DC cruise close. 
In the morning, we will visit Philadelphia where known as the birthplace of American democracy. At the Independence National Historical Park, you will have a special 
moment of standing exactly where the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution were signed inside the Independence Hall. You also won’t miss the Liberty Bell 
which is recognized for its famous crack. Go beyond the iconic crack to learn how this State House bell was transformed into an extraordinary symbol. You will also see 
the Statue of Washington, Congress Hall, and many other great attractions. 
Afterwards, we will head to Washington D.C. and visit the Lincoln Memorial. This grand monument overlooks the Reflecting Pool, the Washington Monument and the 
U.S. Capitol. Inside, the 19-foot marble statue of the 16th president is flanked by inscriptions of his Second Inaugural Address and the famous Gettysburg Address. We 
will also stop at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and the Korean War Memorial. The two monuments honor members of the U.S. armed forces who fought in the wars. 
Next, we will go to Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum which is located on the National Mall (also known as the Capitol Hill). 
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ITINERARY 
We will take a glance at the human aviation and space heritage as well as have a vision of space travel in the future through thousands of objects on display, including the 
1903 Wright Flyer, Charles Lindbergh’s Spirit of St. Louis, the Apollo 11 Command Module Columbia, and a lunar rock you can touch. Later we can take photos with 
backdrops of the White House and the U.S. Capitol due to the visit limitation for the public. The two buildings compose the nerve political center of Washington, D.C. and 
the nation. Furthermore, we will visit International Spy Museum. The museum is a museum exploring the craft, practice, history, and contemporary role of espionage. It 
is the only public museum in the United States solely dedicated to espionage and the only one in the world to provide a global perspective on an all-but-invisible 
profession. It also features the largest collection of international espionage artifacts ever placed on public display. Many of these objects are being seen by the public for 
the first time. Along the way, you will also see and pass by the Thomas Jefferson Memorial, WWII Memorial and more. 
Hotel: Holiday Inn/Crowne Plaza/Shippen Place Hotel or equivalent 
 

DAY 4: CORNING – NIAGARA FALLS 
Summer schedule: apply when Maid of Mist resume. 
We will arrive at one of Fortune Global 500’s headquarter, Corning, to visit the Museum of Glass, which is dedicated to the history, art, and science behind glassmaking. 
Its collection contains more than 45,000 objects, some of which date back millennia. Guests here will be invited to enjoy the Hot Glass Show which is performed by 
professional glass craftsmen. After lunch, we are going to see the renowned Niagara Falls. Overlooking American Fall, the Horseshoe Fall and the Bridal Veil Fall, you will 
be astounded by the deafening roar of the falls. It’s the combination of height and volume that makes Niagara Falls so beautiful. More than 6 million cubic ft. (168,000 
cubic meters) of water goes over the crest line of the falls every minute during peak daytime tourist hours. Take the voyage on the famous “Maid of the Mist” which gets 
passengers as close as possible to the Niagara Falls! The Maid rides right into the mists thrown up by the roaring cascade as the Niagara River tumbles over the edge of 
the falls. You can also optionally watch a Niagara IMAX movie which chronicles more than 12,000 years of history and examines human interaction with the falls from 
ancient time through the people – like you – who come to see them today. Later we will go for Niagara In-depth Tour. This interesting and exciting tour includes two 
popular attractions: the magnificent natural wonder – Niagara Whirlpool State Park and the U.S. historic landmark – Old Fort Niagara. The Niagara Whirlpool’s greatest 
depth is 125 feet. It is estimated the whirlpool formed approximately 4,200 years ago by the upstream erosion of the Niagara escarpment by Niagara River. Old Fort 
Niagara is a rich historic landmark; it spans more than 300 years. Its commanding presence on the great lake caused it to play a critical role in the French and Indian War, 
the American Revolution and the War of 1812. The gorgeous Lake Ontario lies behind the Fort (You may stay in the Falls Park for self-exploration if you are not joining the 
In-Depth tour). (The completeness of night view on certain summer evenings may be limited or not available due to late sunset time and US Federal Government 
regulations on driving hrs.) Later we will go to the hotel when night falls. 
Winter schedule: apply when Maid of Mist close.  
We will arrive at one of Fortune Global 500’s headquarter, Corning, to visit the Museum of Glass, which is dedicated to the history, art, and science behind glassmaking. 
Its collection contains more than 45,000 objects, some of which date back millennia. Guests here will be invited to enjoy the Hot Glass Show which is performed by 
professional glass craftsmen. After lunch, we are going to see the renowned Niagara Falls. Overlooking American Fall, the Horseshoe Fall and the Bridal Veil Fall, you will 
be astounded by the deafening roar of the falls. It’s the combination of height and volume that makes Niagara Falls so beautiful. More than 6 million cubic ft. (168,000 
cubic meters) of water goes over the crest line of the falls every minute during peak daytime tourist hours. Take the JetBoat ride on the Niagara River which makes the 
tour unforgettable and refreshing by playing in the whitewater rapids. *JetBoat tour will be closed under tough weather or river icy condition. You can also optionally 
watch a Niagara IMAX movie which chronicles more than 12,000 years of history and examines human interaction with the falls from ancient time through the people – 
like you – who come to see them today. Later we will go for Niagara In-depth Tour. This interesting and exciting tour includes two popular attractions: the magnificent 
natural wonder – Niagara Whirlpool State Park and the U.S. historic landmark – Old Fort Niagara. The Niagara Whirlpool’s greatest depth is 125 feet. It is estimated the 
whirlpool formed approximately 4,200 years ago by the upstream erosion of the Niagara escarpment by Niagara River. Old Fort Niagara is a rich historic landmark; it 
spans more than 300 years. Its commanding presence on the great lake caused it to play a critical role in the French and Indian War, the American Revolution and the 
War of 1812. The gorgeous Lake Ontario lies behind the Fort (You may stay in the Falls Park for self-exploration if you are not joining the In-Depth tour). (The 
completeness of night view on certain summer evenings may be limited or not available due to late sunset time and US Federal Government regulations on driving 
hours.) Later we will go to the hotel when night falls. 
Hotel: Adam’s Mark/Radisson/Holiday Inn or equivalent 
 

DAY 5: NIAGARA FALLS – TORONTO, CANADA 
Summer schedule: apply when Lake Ontario cruise resume. 
In the morning, guests will continue sightseeing in the Niagara Falls. We will cross the border to Canada through the Rainbow Bridge. You will also watch a dramatic 45-
minute IMAX film which will further discover the culture and history of the Niagara Fall! Later, take the ride to the top of the Skylon Tower which is 775 feet above the 
falls! Relax and enjoy your meal at the 360 degree Revolving Dining Room. After lunch, guests will arrive in Toronto – the largest city and financial center of Canada – in 
the afternoon. The CN Tower will be the first stop here for fabulous views of the city and Lake Ontario. It is Toronto’s famous landmark, the tallest freestanding structure 
in Canada, and also the most impossible to miss in our trip. The highest viewing area on the CN Tower is from the Sky Pod at 447 meters and a lower viewing area, the 
Glass Floor, offers a bird’s eye view straight down over the city as visitors stand on a glass floor as the name suggests. We will also see the Ontario’s Provincial Parliament 
which completed in a Romanesque style in 1893 and then the modernist styled City Hall which consists of two arc-shaped high-rise blocks, 20 and 27 stories high 
respectively, whose stunning structure makes it another popular landmark. Next, Lake Ontario cruise offers gorgeous views of the city and vicinity from the waters. See 
the city of Toronto and vicinity in a new way! Around the evening, we will go to the historical Chinatown. It is one of the largest Chinatowns in North America, located in 
downtown Toronto, where you will find authentic Chinese food! 
If time allows, we will additionally visit Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada. 
Winter schedule: apply when Lake Ontario cruise close. 
In the morning, guests will continue sightseeing in the Niagara Falls. We will cross the border to Canada through the Rainbow Bridge. You will also watch “Niagara: 
Legends of Adventure”, a dramatic 45-minute IMAX film which will further discover the culture and history of the Niagara Falls! Take the ride to the top of the Skylon 
Tower which is 775 feet above the falls! Relax and enjoy your meal at the 360 degree Revolving Dining Room. After lunch, guests will arrive in Toronto – the largest city 
and financial center of Canada – in the afternoon. The CN Tower will be the first stop here for fabulous views of the city and Lake Ontario. It is Toronto’s famous 
landmark, the tallest freestanding structure in Canada, and also the most impossible to miss in our trip. The highest viewing area on the CN Tower is from the Sky Pod at 
447 meters and a lower viewing area, the Glass Floor, offers a bird’s eye view straight down over the city as visitors stand on a glass floor as the name suggests. Around 
the corner of CN Tower is the Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada. It holds over 16,000 fantastic aquatic animals, featuring with North America’s longest underwater viewing 
tunnel (96 meters) which allow you to walk by the Sharks, Rough tail Stingrays, & dangerous lagoon. Guests will be both entertained and inspired to protect the waters of 
the world. We will also see the Ontario’s Provincial Parliament which completed in a Romanesque style in 1893 and then the modernist styled City Hall which consists of 
two arc-shaped high-rise blocks, 20 and 27 stories high respectively, whose stunning structure makes it another popular landmark. Furthermore, experience the elegance 
and splendor of the Edwardian era at Casa Loma, the only full sized castle in North America and Toronto’s premier historic attraction. Explore secret passageways, 
elaborately decorated rooms with authentic period furnishings or take in the breathtaking view of Toronto from one of the towers. Then will go to historical Chinatown 
to have dinner. It is one of the largest Chinatowns in North America, located in downtown Toronto, where you will find authentic Chinese food! 
Hotel: Crowne Plaza /Marriott/Don Valley hotel or equivalent 
 

DAY 6: TORONTO – THOUSAND ISLANDS – OTTAWA – MONTREAL  
Summer schedule: apply when Thousand Island cruise resume. 
In the morning, guests will enjoy the beauty of Thousand Islands on a cruise boat. As the name indicated, the Thousand Islands constitute an archipelago of 1,864 islands 
that straddles the Canada-U.S. border in the Saint Lawrence River as it emerges from the northeast corner of Lake Ontario. We will be driving on Highway 401 along St. 
Lawrence River and reach Canada’s Capital and political center, Ottawa.  
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EXCLUSIONS: 
Airfare & Taxes, COMPULSORY Driver/Guide Tip at 
USD 10/pax/day, Meals (breakfast, lunch & dinner), Admission 
Fees, Optional Tours, Porterage, Insurance & Personal Expenses 

 

INCLUSIONS: 
7 Nights Hotel Accommodation, SIC Tour & Transfers 
as per itinerary, English/Chinese speaking driver/guide 

 

REMARKS 
 ALL RATES ARE QUOTED IN USD PER PERSON; MINIMUM OF 2 PAXS 
 3RD & 4TH PAX IS BASED ON USING EXISTING BED IN THE ROOM  

(DUE TO FIRE SAFETY REGULATION, NO ROOMS CAN EXCEED 2 BEDS.  
TRIPLE OR QUAD ROOM IS BASED ON 2 TWIN BEDS ONLY) 

 ALL PAX MUST PAY THE TIPS & ADMISSIONS/OPTIONAL TOURS  
DIRCETLY TO THE GUIDE (CASH PAYMENT ONLY) 

 ALL HOTELS ARE NOT IN CITY CENTER 
 VALID FOR FILIPINO PASSPORT HOLDERS ONLY 
 ADMISSION/OPTIONAL TOUR PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT  

PRIOR NOTICE & SHOULD BE USED AS REFERENCE ONLY 
 RATES ARE NOT VALID DURING HOLIDAYS, CONVENTION PERIODS  

& PEAK SEASONS, SURCHARGE IS APPLICABLE 
 BKG SHOULD BE MADE AT LEAST 15 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 
 THERE IS A PENALTY OF USD 650/PAX FOR ANY 3RD & 4TH PAX WHO JOINS THE TOUR 

FOR FREE BUT CANCEL THE TOUR 3 DAYS BEFORE DEPARTURE DATE/NO SHOW.  
 TOUR OPERATOR RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ADJUST THE TOUR ARRANGEMENT 
 PLS NOTE FOR ALL SEAT IN COACH TOURS – ACTUAL HOTEL NAME  

WILL BE ADVISED A DAY BEFORE OR UPON ARRIVAL 
 NO REFUND ONCE BOOKED OR FINALIZED 
 RATES ARE SUBJ TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE 
 ROOMS ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY 

 REVISED: 19 FEB 2020 

RATE IN USD PER PERSON 

SGL TWIN 

1489 1039 
 

ITINERARY 
Here we will visit the National War Memorial, Parliament buildings and Peace Tower with the height of 295 feet. Canada’s Parliament buildings are commonly viewed as 
the one of the most magnificent government centers in the world with firm stone exterior and vivid setting on the cliffs! The buildings consist of the House of Commons, 
the Library of Parliament, the Hall of Honor, the Senate, and the impressive Peace Tower. After a short stay, we will drive to the Montreal, known as “Paris of North 
America”, a French-speaking and second largest city of Canada. The famous Olympic Tower together with the Olympics stadium has become the symbol of the city. The 
175-meter inclined tower leans at a 45-degree angle and functions as an observation deck with a funicular that whisks passengers to the top in 95 seconds. Amble around 
and soak up the European charm of the Old Montreal, you will marvel at how you can step back in time at every cobblestone corner. Along the way, we will pass by the 
grand Notre-Dame Basilica. 
Winter schedule: apply when Thousand Island cruise close. 
We will reach Canada’s Capital and political center, Ottawa. Here we will visit the National War Memorial, Parliament buildings and Peace Tower with the height of 295 
feet. Canada’s Parliament buildings are commonly viewed as the one of the most magnificent government centers in the world with firm stone exterior and vivid setting 
on the cliffs!The buildings consist of the House of Commons, the Library of Parliament, the Hall of Honor, the Senate, and the impressive Peace Tower. After a short stay, 
we will drive to the Montreal, known as “Paris of North America”, a French-speaking and second largest city of Canada. The famous Olympic Tower together with the 
Olympics stadium has become the symbol of the city. The 175-meter inclined tower leans at a 45-degree angle and functions as an observation deck with a funicular that 
whisks passengers to the top in 95 seconds. Amble around and soak up the European charm of the Old Montreal, you will marvel at how you can step back in time at 
every cobblestone corner. Along the way, we will pass by the grand Notre-Dame Basilica. 
Hotel: Best Western Plus/Hotel Gouverneur/Grand Times or equivalent 
 

DAY 7: MONTREAL – QUEBEC(*) – BOSTON  
Summer Schedule: April – Sep  
In the morning, we will go to another beautiful French style city, Quebec. Everything in the town such as the street signs, cafes, buildings, people’s dressing look and the 
atmosphere will tell its rich French descent. As you wander past period buildings along cobblestone streets, enjoy the area’s boutiques, art galleries, and restaurants. A 
visit to Place Royale is like a step back in time to the early days of New France. Quebec is the only fortified city in North America north of Mexico, with close to 4.6 km of 
walls and imposing gates to explore. Visit the Notre-Dame de Quebec Basilica-Cathedral and you will see a large number of pieces of art. You will also have chance to take 
pictures with the world’s most photographed hotel Château Frontenac and the Parliament Building as well as enjoy an authentic French cuisine. After a short stay at 
duty-free stores, we will head to Boston, a cultural city rich in American history. Upon your arrival, it’s time for dinner and you will be recommended with its famous fresh 
lobsters feast – get excited! (*In case of delays by U.S. Customs and Border entry procedure, you may have other meals instead of the lobster dinner.) 
Winter Schedule: March 
We will have a short stay at duty-free stores, then head to Boston, a cultural city rich in American history. Upon your arrival, it’s time for dinner and you will be 
recommended with its famous fresh lobsters feast – get excited! (*In case of delays by U.S. Customs and Border entry procedure, you may have other meals instead of 
the lobster dinner.)** The itinerary will not include Quebec for weather consideration and there’s no substitution. ** 
Hotel: Doubletree by Hilton/Four Points by Sheraton/Radisson or equivalent 
 

DAY 8: BOSTON – BOSTON AIRPORT OR NEW YORK AIRPORT 
The first stop will be the Harvard University at Cambridge, MA. Here, guests will be invited to visit its oldest campus district and take pictures with the Statue of 
Three Lies – Harvard Statue. Also, we have a chance to walk around the campus of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and take pictures with its main 
building. For the rest of our Boston city tour, we will pass by old Trinity Cathedral, Hancock Building, Boston Athenaeum, Boston Park, Swan Lake Park, and 
overlook the Golden Dome of the State House. Another fun will begin as soon as you board the cruise ship and enjoy a breathtaking view of the Boston harbor. 
Furthermore, the old Quincy Market is opportune for strolling through, or to get a taste of the historical ambience as well as to pick out souvenirs among the 
assorted merchants and artisans. The Market was also surrounded by dozens of restaurants for dining option with a variety of authentic cuisines, and 
absolutely, you cannot miss the famous New England clam chowder. The trip will be completed at the Quincy Market around noon. Later guests will be sent to 
airports in Boston or in New York. 

- ITINERARY IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE DEPENDING ON TRAFFIC & WETAHER CONDITIONS -  
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OPTIONAL TOURS/ADMISSION: 
NEW YORK: 
Manhattan Morning Tour (From JKF/LGA/EWR): $35/pax; New York Night 
Tour: $35/pax; Metropolitan Museum: $30/pax; One World Observatory: 
$42/pax; Liberty Cruise: $34/pax; USS Intrepid: $38/pax 
 

PHILADELPHIA / WASHINGTON DC: 
Philadelphia Double Decker Bus: $35/pax; Madame Tussauds Presidents Wax 
Museum: $28/pax; DC In-Depth Tour: $30/pax; Capital Cruise: $31/pax 
 

USA – NIAGARA FALLS: 
Maid of the Mist: $25/pax; IMAX Movie: $15/pax; Touch the Falls with Cave 
of the Winds (Summer section): $50/pax: In-depth Niagara Falls: $30/pax 
 

CANADA – NIAGARA FALLS / TORONTO: 
Hornblower Niagara: $35/pax; IMAX Movie: $20/pax; Skylon Tower Lunch: 
$50/pax; CN Tower: $45/pax; Toronto Harbour Cruise: $30/pax; Casa Loma: 
$35/pax; Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada: $45/pax 
 

OTTAWA & MONTREAL: 
Thousand Island Cruise: $30/pax; Montreal Double Decker: $35/pax; Old 
Quebec Tour: $30/pax 
 

BOSTON: 
Boston Harbour Cruise: $27/pax; Harvard University In-Depth Tour: $30/pax; 
Boston Lobster Dinner: $35/pax 
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